I studied at HHU in Summer Semester 2021. The experience was great, despite the situation in the world. Even though the “normal” Erasmus experience was not exactly attainable, it was still a memorable time.

The studying process was, given the circumstances, actually very well managed. Thanks to the great dozents/professors, the courses functioned all flawlessly (online lectures and seminars, homeworks, Hausarbeits etc.). Even though going to the Uni physically was understandably not possible, one could still get a feeling of properly going to university.

Everyone from the professors to other employees were helpful, understanding and accommodating during these difficult times. I felt understood and always supported.

Düsseldorf is a beautiful middle ground between a big city and a lovely smaller place. Wandering around the city, meeting friends by the Rhine, visiting museums, galleries, and theatres – all that makes Düsseldorf a lovely place to live and study.

HHU and Düsseldorf will always a place in my heart because I got to experience living abroad, meeting new people from many different countries, studying in university in another country, and becoming much more independent than before.
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